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before columbus
the question of early
transoceanic interinfluences
Interinfluences
striking similarities between the cultures of the old and new
worlds before 1492 indicate there were early contacts between the
hemispheres resulting in the civilizations influencing each other
stephen C jett
my topic today is an attempt to address the question how can
we explain the existence of striking similarities between certain
worlds early spanish visitors to
newworlds
ancient cultures of the old and new
the western hemisphere noted such things as pyramids in middle
america that reminded them of ancient structures in the old world
the spaniards also learned about certain religious beliefs that were
reminiscent of christianity and so forth these kinds of similarities
were talked about from the very beginning of sizable european
contact
ct with the americas at the turn of the sixteenth century
conta
the possible explanations for such similarities are basically
twofold one is that they resulted from independent development
separate and isolated innovation on the part of the distant cultures
that resembled each other in these particular ways the other possibility is that some historical connection existed anciently between
these cultures the second idea is the topic that 1I am treating here
As my colleague at brigham young university professor john
sorenson has pointed out in his publications this is an extremely
controversial area of research there is a great deal of resistance
even to talking about the idea of significant long distance contacts
prior to the time of columbus the resistance is even greater to the
notion that there were significant perhaps even fundamental influences especially on the new world civilizations as a consequence
of such transoceanic interactions dr sorenson has made a major
byustudies
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contribution to the study of this topic as co compiler of a massive
two volume annotated bibliography on the subject of
pre columbian
ofpre
offre
transoceanic contacts and it will stand as a monument and a tremendously valuable research tool for those interested in this topic
1

significance of exploring early transoceanic influences

the

question of transoceanic influences is an appropriate
subject at a time when the first voyage of columbus has recently been
or at least observed throughcelebrated by some deplored by others
0
thers
out the united states latin america spain italy and other places
we have tended to take the 1492 voyage as a watershed as a time
before which no one in the old world knew anything about the
new world a time after which massive changes took place in
the new world as a consequence of the impact of spanish english
french and portuguese colonization major impacts occurred in the
old world as well as a consequence of the bringing back to europe
of american food crops and great wealth from the gold and silver
South America overall there resulted the most
mines of mexico and southamerica
massive cultural and demographic change that the world has ever
experienced 2 in that sense the columbian discovery if it can be
called that really was a watershed event
on the other hand as we remember the first voyage of christopher columbus it is appropriate to take a look at the possibility that
columbus not only was not first but was a successor to the many
before 1492 who crossed the atlantic and the pacific we can
consider the possibility at least that these earlier voyages if they
took place and 1I do believe many did take place had highly
significant impacts on the cultures of the new world and that there
were some reciprocal impacts as well from the new world to
the old 3
the study of this twofold question is intellectually significant
partly because we want to do the best we can to get a true picture of
the culture history of the new world and indeed of the world as
a whole one thing that 1I have tried to do in my work is to put
the cultures of the new world particularly the civilizations of the
western hemisphere that existed before columbus into the context
of global history too often those advanced cultures have been
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considered as isolated phenomena that had nothing to do with the
history of the rest of the world archaeologist gordon ekholm some
years ago made the following observation
is perhaps themost important question confronting those
thoseworking
thoseworldng
working
thisisperhaps
this
ican archaeology and seeking to make known the
in the field of Atner
american
theamerican indian it is also a question of outstanding
true history of the american
significance to our general understanding of how civilizations came
into being of how simple and primitive cultures develop into more

complex ones

4

so the ultimate goal of studying these questions is to gain an
understanding of how human cultures work how cultural change
takes place what the nature of cultural evolution is to what extent
it is spontaneous and independent and to what extent it is dependent
ideas sensitivity
up on interaction between cultures and exchange of
upon
ofideas
about this question is one of the main reasons for the controversy
that surrounds the issue of transoceanic contacts before columbus

a large map displayed
one version ofofmigration
migration to toamerica
america rendition of alargemap

at the national archaeology museum in guatemala city showing movements of peoples into ancient america
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sensitivity exists because scholars in anthropology and other fields
have had as a primary goal the formulation of a general theory to
account for cultural elaboration and change

influences
interinfluences
intermfluences
resistance to the possibility of early inter

the

difficulty is that in order to make generalizations in
science we need to have more than one case to observe ideally we
would have a considerable number of cases it has long been
recognized that there were a limited number of centers of origin of
civilization in the old world the mesopotamian region in what is
now iraq and adjacent countries the nile valley in egypt the indus
valley in pakistan and the yellow river valley in china in the new
american area in mexico and central
mesoamerican
world there were the Meso
america and the central andean region of peru and bolivia it was
long thought that these were all independent centers of evolution of
civilization so that if you looked at each of these and determined the
commonalities
commonalties behind the rise of the cultures involved it would be
possible to derive general laws of the evolution of culture
on the other hand if it turns out as increasingly seems to be
true that the early centers of civilization were interconnected
particularly by trade that they actually influenced each other to a
significant degree then we no longer have the independent cases
that scholars need to make generalizations about cultural development the last bastion of independent cases seemed to be the gulf
between the old world civilizations on the one hand and the new
world civilizations on the other the prospect of losing the chance
to make that vital comparison of proving unable to test any law of
the development of civilization by comparing independent cases
dismays those historians anthropologists and geographers who so
much want to do so thus there is a builtin
built in dis incentive to entertain
the possibility that new world civilizations have a close historical
connection with the old world civilizations that is one reason for
resistance to the idea that there were early transoceanic contacts

between the hemispheres 5

there are of course alternative explanations to account for the
cultural similarities that 1I mentioned these we can call indepen
dent inventionist or isolationist explanations such explanations
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posit that human beings everywhere have similar psyches similar
mental capacities and that human beings are therefore likely to
approach the challenges of living and making a living in a similar
fashion this theory is sometimes termed the psychic unity of
mankind it is an old idea that when humans are faced with
universal challenges they tend to come up with similar solutions
and that since physical materials have particular characteristics and
limitations those characteristics channel the directions in which
invention proceeds which channeling can result in shared solutions
to similar sorts of problems in widely separated areas
another alternative theory is that because all aspects of human
life are interrelated if a change in one part of a culture occurs every
aspect of the culture will have to adjust in turn to that change so
in theory even a single change that happened to occur independently in two different cultures could lead to a whole host of similar
consequences as a result of the entrained effects from the initial
con
sequences
changes like ripples on a pond working their way throughout each
of the cultures
these are some of the ideas that have been proposed to explain
why similarities are found in geographically separated societies
these ideas certainly have considerable plausibility as explanations
of cultural parallels with these kinds of explanations their proponents have asked the question why do we need to invoke the idea
of people sailing across ten thousand miles of the pacific in frail
watercraft
water craft with incredible problems of navigation to try to explain
these similarities so the availability of these alternative explanations has been a second reason for resistance to the idea of transoceanic contacts
we have all been brainwashed too with the idea that columbus was first and we have also been subject to the ethnocentric
assumption that the water
watercraft
craft of europe were always the best in the
world so we have assumed that if european ships could not and did
not cross the atlantic then certainly the vessels of other peoples
could not have crossed the oceans either particularly something as
vast as the pacific which is much wider than the atlantic
finally the perception exists among quite a few scholars
1I think wrongly but it does exist
that to try to account for simiwo did
rid
lari ties between the new world cultures and those in the oldworld
larities
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on the basis of contact and influence from the old world is a racist
point of view the complaint is that the contact hypothesis implies
that native americans could not have come up with inventions
themselves that they had to have outside help this view also
encompasses the idea of great white gods or asian gods as the
case may have been or culture bearers coming in and bringing
the arts of civilization 6 an idea that is claimed to denigrate the
abilities of american indians to have produced their own civilizations that existed for thousands of years prior to columbus
1I will return to that allegation a little bit later meanwhile
1I might also mention that at least in some circles particularly in latin
america it is considered politically incorrect to claim that there
were pre columbian voyages from the old world this time not only
because it supposedly subtracts from the accomplishments of countries earlier civilizations but also because it attacks the priority of
columbus who is the great hispanic hero throughout much of latin
america 7 my feeling is that we who are scholars have to try to
ought to have happened our
determine what did happen notwhat
not what ougbtto
consideration should be for the truth rather than for whom we are
going to please or offend not that 1I suggest being offensive but we
do need to keep our eyes on searching for the truth rather than on
diplomatic considerations
my own point of view has changed over the years although
1I started out very much a skeptic 1I have become increasingly
convinced that there were indeed contacts by sea between the old
and new worlds before columbus furthermore 1I have become
convinced that those contacts were not just incidental but had
extremely significant impacts while these impacts appear to have
been more from the old world to the new there also seem
to have been reciprocal influences which 1I will talk about later

the diffusionist paradigm
have organized my presentation so as to discuss general
questions relating to this whole issue first and then to give specific
cases of possible contact and influence that seem to have merit but
first 1I would like to talk a bit about the general perspective that
diffusionists have we could call this either the diffusionist or
1I
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historicalparadigm a paradigm being a general view ofhow
culture historicalppirndigm
of how
ofsow
things operate with respect to the question involved 8 diffusionists
start out with the supposition that each culture has its own unique
history and experiences with its own particular physical environment as a setting because of the uniqueness of these histories to the
extent that they were not in contact with one another each culture
would have tended to develop in somewhat different directions and
thus to exhibit distinct characteristics to use the language of
evolutionary biology radiation would occur and we would get
something like speciation with respect to these cultures one sees
examples of this process in places such as new guinea where
different groups are isolated from each other by the rugged landscape even though they may live only a few miles apart under such
conditions we get a tremendous variety of cultures
second diffusionists postulate that in isolation human societies
are basically conservative that people tend to assume thatwhat
that what they
thatchat
have always done is the only proper way that things can be done so
they continue with their traditions under these circumstances
innovation is rare and in fact even deviant in a sense humans
accordingto
thispoint
to this
ofview
of view are really not particularly inventive
point ofviey
according
to the degree that their societies live in isolation
another tenet of the diffusionist paradigm is that it is easier to
copy something than to invent something if the opportunity to copy
is available people can much more readily incorporate an action
pattern into a culture by imitating somebody already doing it than by
sheer mental effort independently and separately so whenwe
when we find
whence
they may
complex similarities between two cultures even though theymaybe
maybe
be
separated geographically the implication drawn from the diffusionist
paradigm is that historical connection and influence is a more likely
explanation for such similarities than independent development
thatprerequisite to any
theseideas
major and
anymajor
these ideas combine to imply that
prerequisite
complex innovation is culture contact the coming together of
cultures cross fertilization you might say or even hybridization
historians of technology point out that major changes arise by the
conjoining of ideas from different sources when two or more
cultures come into contact and exchange ideas then of course
each culture involved in that exchange has the
thepotential
potential ofenriching
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its repertoire of ideas adding to the knowledge it already has
bringing in new principles thereby producing an accumulation
effect even more important perhaps is that when different sets of
ideas come together they may be joined together in new ways
resulting in cultural creation by combination
no doubt also extremely important is that by being forcibly
made aware that there are other ways of doing things the taking for
granted of ones own ways is suddenly shaken and the mind is
opened freed to consider that alternatives do exist this result
is perhaps the major prerequisite for actual invention one first has
to believe to recognize that innovation is possible coming into
primary way that recognicontact with other cultures is perhaps the primaryway
tion dawns
ifwe accept this general view of culture change this diffusionist
ifwe
iffe
paradigm 1I think that we gain a better understanding of the situation
in the past an understanding that before modem ways spread
virtually everywhere a tremendous diversity of cultures existed
including a great deal of differentiation from place to place in the
degree of elaboration of cultures there existed cultures that were
extremely simple in technology and in most other aspects of culture
for example compare the hunting and gathering groups of southern
south america southern africa or baja california to the elaborate
civilizations of the middle east china mexico or the
theandean
andean region
of south america
why do these tremendous differences in degree of cultural
elaboration exist part of the reason could be differences in physical
environment certain areas were more limited in their resources than
others or provided serious constraints with respect to climate which
prevented agricultural development and so on yet we find areas
that were basically environmentally similar to one another but where
very different levels of elaboration developed or that were permissive but in which little elaboration occurred hence environments
effects must not be highly determining
how then can we account for these differences other than by
attributing them to intrinsic racial differences 1I mentioned earlier
that diffusionism has been criticized because of what some see as its
racist implications 1I suggest rather that the opposite is the case
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if we accept

a diffusionist explanation for why innovation and
elaboration in culture take place that is owing to cultural contact
nonracist explanation for why cultures vary in
then we have a nonracist

complexity in different parts of the world less elaborated cultures
simply had less access to theodeas
simplyhadless
the ideas of othersbecause
others because of theirisolation
theideas
their isolation

possibility of pre columbian ocean crossings
all of the foregoing is byway of background to more immediate
issues first couldpeople
could people have crossed the oceans in early times and
more specifically did people in fact make such voyages and if so
who went where these questions apply not only to pre columbian
times generally but even at least as far back in time as the fourth
millennium BC there is concrete reason to say very definitely yes
they could have made crossings contrary to our assumption of the
superiority of european ships southeast asia actually seems to have
seen the development of the earliest seaworthy craft people there
came up not only with many different kinds of very capable water
craft but also with effective sailing rigs how sails were hung and
manipulated to allow sailing against the wind that is tacking even
the rigid hulled ships of the mediterranean world were capable of
crossing the ocean well before 1000 BC but other dramatically
different vessel traditions existed notably in southern and eastern
asia one of these on the coasts of southern asia featured sailing
rafts and a second was characterized by sailing canoes which
became typical of indonesia and the pacific islands A third was the
junk tradition of china and neighboring lands the characteristic
of
ofwatercraft
watercraft
oriental type watercraft
these three great traditions of ocean going sailing vessels
existed inAsiain
asia
asla in surprisingly ancient times 9 each provided possible
aslain
means for long distance voyaging including crossing the entire
pacific which is ten thousand miles wide in places we know that
Polyne sians and other pacific island peoples for example were
polynesians
living on their islands in some fairly remote parts of the pacific by the
mid second millennium bc 1o0 so neolithic peoples were certainly
capable of notable voyages
many of us have been falsely led to believe that columbus was
the first to conceive the idea of a spherical earth that everybody
0
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else up to his time thought the earth was flat that was not at all the
case in fact the greeks and the chinese had already developed
the spherical earth theory by the sixth century BC in the case
of the greeks the greeks had even developed a system of coordinates to describe locations on the earth similar to latitude and longiwas reasonably well read with respect to
tude 11 columbus certainly
certainlywas
the ancient geographers and was quite aware of this sort of knowledge as were most educated people in the renaissance period
in the maritime world of southeast and east asia navigational
abilities were highly developed including celestial navigation which
utilizes the heavenly bodies as well as knowledge of other natural
phenomena to find locations but in any case we are not talking
about finding tiny specks of land or one particular small harbor
we are talking about sailing across the ocean and hitting a continent
As one sixteenth century spanish navigator put it the most stupid
can go in their embarkations to seek a large country since if they
do not hit one part they
will hit another 1211 and so navigationwas
theywill
navigation was not
ma riners in terms of hitting a
marinero
really a big problem for ancient mariners
continent asians did nevertheless have some highly developed
methods of navigation the chinese in fact many centuries ago
developed the magnetic compass which ultimately spread to the
western world
the prevailing winds and currents of the globe also have a great
deal to do with the possibilities of transoceanic voyaging figure 1
points out ocean surface currents these currents are generated by
major prevailing wind systems that are approximately parallel so if
sailors were aware of the existence of these persistent winds and
currents they could locate an appropriate channel and thus greatly
facilitate traversingthe
traversing the ocean intheatlantic
Inthe
in the atlantic there is a major current
from africa to the new world that comes down through the canary
islands and then flows westward to hit the caribbean region return
voyages could be made via the gulf stream and north atlantic
current in the pacific the most likely route from asia to the
way of thejapan
the japan and north pacific currents whose
byway
americas was by
extension comes down the coast of california A return might be
possible byway of the north equatorial current which arrives at the
philippines from the east
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reasons for transoceanic crossings
it may reasonably be asked what could possibly have motivated people to make extraordinarily long voyages such as we are
ans
is that such voyages may seem
answer
talking abouthere
answeris
abou there part ofthe answerus
werls
weris
long in terms of miles but in terms of time depending on sailing
speed and so forth traverses of the pacific could be accomplished in
a few months under ideal conditions certainly there were accidental discoveries there is good historical evidence that considerable
crann
crant
craft were distasted
dis
water
watercraftwere
dismasted
masted in storms or otherwise
numbers of asian watercraft
damaged then drifted across the north pacific and because of the
currents and winds were naturally brought ashore on the coasts of
north america we have accounts of such drift voyages from japan
so accidental pacific crossings were possible and certainly did take
place at least in recent centuries
1I also think it likely that intentional voyages were made perhaps being more frequent even than accidental voyages in terms of
motives 1I think we should not underestimate the importance of the
simple spirit of adventure that we see today in people engaged in all
kinds of explorations earlier peoples had this spirit of adventure in
many cases as well they wanted to see what was over the horizon
but more pragmatic considerations may also often have been involved if for example some area was becoming excessively populated and there was not enough agricultural land remaining for the
population motivation would be strong for people to seek new
lands this is a very common phenomenon in history
the motives also presumably included seeking wealth developing trade relations and seeking out precious materials such as
metals or precious stones certain kinds of feathers were extremely
valuable in both asia and america as were furs and various kinds of
drugs used for religious and other purposes these kinds of items
were traded and served as easily transported high value products
that might have been incentives for initiating and continuing contacts between almost anywhere including between old and new
worlds then there was missionary activity the buddhists for
miss ionizing during certain periods of
example were very active in missionizing
buddhism and we need to consider that as a possible motive
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biological evidence of early transoceanic contacts
that the foregoing facts demonstrate that transoceanic
voyages in early pre columbian times were definitely feasible motives certainly existed motives similar to those familiar to us today
but is there evidence of actual contacts what can we say about that
first we must ask what kinds of evidence would demonstrate or at
least suggest contact
the best kind of evidence may be in the biological realm 13
scholars have given much attention to cultivated plants and domesticated animals as indicators of human movements in early times 14
in some cases we can find archaeological remains of certain indicatory plants and animals and 1I will mention one or two particular
instances later the significant thing about biological entities is that
they are not human inventions people cannot have invented independently the same cultivated plant unless they had the same wild
ancestor available from which to domesticate that plant with very
few exceptions the old and new worlds do not share the same
wild ancestors that gave rise to cultivated plants most cultivated
plants again with some exceptions are not readily transferred
successfully by natural means and do not thrive on their own
ownwithout
without
human intervention indeed some cultivated plants are unable to
reproduce at all without human aid corn is one example bananas
are another and yet there is for both of these plants significant
evidence that they were present on both sides of the pacific in pre
columbian times 15
human parasites have also been researched in recent times as
indicators of early transoceanic contacts certain parasites are tropical and owing to the nature of their transmission and reproduction
inhumanpopulations
could not survive in inhuman
human
populations migrating through thearctic
the arctic
humanpopulations
couldnot
thearchic
Asian species of intestinal
yet certain
andyes
andyet
byway of the bering strait and
certainasian
parasites have been found impre
America
inpre columbian remains in South
southamerica
the only plausible explanation that has been offered is that humans
carried these pests directly via sea voyages
other kinds of biological evidence suggesting transoceanic
contact are physical anthropological measurements and other characte ristics such as human blood groups and other serological facacteristics
tors 16 for example certain mummy bundles from pre columbian
1I believe
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burials unearthed in peru are interesting because the color and the
caucasoid peoples rather
mummies hair are like those of
form of the mummieshair
ofcaucasoidpeoples
than the usual american indian mongoloid type this suggests the
presence of a foreign racial type in early peru

archaeological evidence
from archaeology we have sculptural depictions in stone and
individuals who give the appearance ofbeingnon
clay of ofindividuals
of being non amerindian
types bearded figures for example see figure 2 some of these
representations have been suggested to be actual imports from the
we have occasional
mediterranean world also as potential evidence behave
wehave
and materials originatingin
originating
artifacts andmaterials
in the other hemisphere however
most of the small number of objects found in the new world that are
of ancient old world origin have not been found in situations or
archaeological contexts that give much confidence in their validity
as evidence ancient objects could have been brought later even
or lost only
to be foundby
by modem travelers and then discarded orlosk
onlyto
found by
orlost
foundry
somebody else and concluded to be ancient in the area of discovery
there have been some items considered to constitute reliable eviSouth America
ofsouthamerica
dence for example polynesian axes on the coast of
southamerica
but they are few
another area of some promise but still quite controversial is
new world inscriptions written in ancient old world languages and
alphabets 1I am not going to get into that particularly but it is an area
that is being actively investigated however this evidence needs
much more rigorous study before we can have firm confidence in it

evidence of cultural trace elements

the

most abundant type of evidence and that which has
attracted the most scholarship is what we might call cultural trace
elements 111717 these are not broad general similarities in cultures but
are typically highly specific and unusual minor features what we
term arbitrary cultural characteristics peculiar things that are not
called for by any universal human needs or by properties of the
materials involved for instance cultural trace elements may include
particular words that mean the same thing in separate languages
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olmec stone sculptures from mexico depicting
ohnec
figure 2 bohnec
faces with old world racial traits a stella 53 la venta
b monument
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or shared unusual beliefs and practices or they can be art motifs or
styles in which there is normally a great deal of scope for variation
so that when you find very detailed similarities independent invention is not a reasonable explanation when one finds these sorts of
arbitrary traits held in common by widely separated cultures such
thepossibility that there was contact because they are not
traits raise the possibility
the kinds of things likely to have cropped up even once much less
twice or more by the same token any highly complex cultural
phenomenon is unlikely to have arisen more than once
important in making comparisons of cultural trace elements is
their spatial and temporal grouping similarities are less convincing
indicators of contact if they are thousands of years apart than if they
are from about the same time period geographical clustering is
another factor because the greater the number of co occurring
commonalities the greater the probability that there was historical
contact and exchange between the specific locations involved
indications of lungshanoid contacts the following are
among the earliest examples offairlyprobable
of fairly probable contacts first we find
a culture called lungshanoid in what is termed neolithic times on
the southeast coast of china around the mouth of the yangtze river
chang jiang archaeological excavations of lungshanoid sites
have revealed several pottery vessel forms that are very very similar
to some early new world pottery that we call formative in figure 53
we see these vessels from china compared with those from the new
world and there are striking similarities bark cloth which is made
by beating tree bark to make a felted cloth like material is also
manufactured in both hemispheres in the archaeology of southeast
asia and middle america are found the bark cloth beaters shown in
figure 4 five of those illustrated are from mexico the two others
from southeast asia the implements are almost identical there are
also dozens and dozens of different aspects of the process of
bark cloth manufacture that are shared between the two areas and
many of these practices are arbitrary not required by the actual
process but nevertheless performed in a particular manner in
both areas 18
at two neolithic archaeological sites in southeastern china
peanuts have reportedly been dug up yet the peanut is a south
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american domesticate because we do not have access to the
specimens some western archaeologists and botanists wonder
whether the identifications are accurate but competent chinese
scientists have accepted the identifications 19 south china also had
the sailing raft which is found in northwestern south america
as well
indications of indonesian contacts another area which
gives good evidence ofprobable contact in very early times during
the first three millennia BC is indonesia we find in common
between indonesia and tropical south america such practices as
shifting cultivation based on crops that reproduce by cuttings rather
than seed long houses communal dwellings often on stilts
headhunting
head hunting and ritual cannibalism and a long list of other shared
cultural traits one of these is the blowgun which I1 have studied at
some length dozens of characteristics of the blowgun complexes
are held in common in early indonesia and tropical south america
dugout canoes including sailing canoes also existed in both regions and the same name is applied to certain canoes in coastal parts
of south and middle america and in southeast asia
possible triggering mechanismfor
As a apossible
mechanism for some ofthe voyages that
1I have suggested as having taken place from indonesia to tropical
south america 1I propose sea level rises that occurred after the end
of the pleistocene period most of you probably know that with the
melting of the glaciers around ten thousand years ago sea levels rose
quite quickly by three hundred feet or perhaps even more what is
not as well known is the fact that off the south coast of china and into
indonesia there were submergences of lands that took place much
later than the end of the pleistocene these submergences occurred
during the late BC millennia 1I am talking about here the sea level
rose as much as four meters fifteen feet the general rise in ocean
level at the end of the pleistocene age would have inundated
tremendous areas of what is now shallow water in the south china
and indonesian seas and the later relative rises of sea level would
have resulted in the further covering of enormous areas of presently
existing land in sumatra java and borneo the obliteration of such
huge extents of settled landwould
certainly have provided an
land would almost certainlyhave
for people to move elsewhere if theyhappened
they happened to be aware
incentive forpeople
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of other places to go one very comparable environment to which
some of them may have gone would have been the tropical areas of
21
figure 5 shows a possible route across the north
south america 20
pacific from southeast asia to tropical america
01mec
olmed As 1I have noted previously figure 2
origins of the olmec
shows two stone sculptures from the olmec
olmed civilization the first
great civilization of mexico this
ibis picture shows not only the kinds of
sculptures the olmec
olmed produced but also exhibits racial characteristics of apparent old world type rather than of any local indian
population the giant stone heads have often been considered to
exhibit negroid characteristics and the relief sculpture on the left
has been thoughtbymanyto have the appearance of a middle eastern
physical type one hypothesis holds that ancient egyptians were
olmed
instrumental in the seemingly sudden inception of the olmec
Meso
americas first high culture a few centuries before 1000 BC
mesoamericas
that culture involved in addition to the sculptures massive earthen
platforms and mounds as well as organized religion mexican indian
legends recorded later spoke of bearded culture bearers coming
from across the eastern sea 21 shang dynasty china has also been
olmed possibly
considered as a possible major influence on the olmec
contributing religious iconography and the use and veneration of
jade with respect to jade at least in later times china and mexico
shared a number of arbitrary beliefs about and uses of jade for
example the concept that jade boulders could be found by sensing
exha lations and the placing of a piece of jade in the mouth of
their exhalations
a corpse 22 there may be a relationship too between olmec
olmed and
chinese knowledge of magnetism
indications of hindu and buddhist contacts possible
contacts much later in time than the ones 1I have mentioned so far
concern the proposed hindu and buddhist influences on the maya
common
America justpriortoad 900 itemsincommon
incommon
and toltec of Middle
middie
items uncommon
in
middleamerica
middleamericajustpriortoad
andtoltec
lotuses or
orwaterlilies
water lilies
include the use of friezes showing a garland of motuses
waterlilies
with human figures holding the stems and fishlike creatures for
example the mythical makara of southern asia at the ends see
figure 6 also in the sculpture of the buddhist and maya worlds we
have particular formal gestures and seating positions in india these
are called audras
mudras and asanas we cannot know for sure what the
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meanings of these positions were among the maya because neither
knowledge of the positions nor any written explanation seems to
have survived but we do know them in asia and at least in terms of
the positions themselves we find great similarities

reciprocal influences
finally awant
iwant to suggest the possibility of reciprocal influences
from the new world to the old looking again at the maya and the
Hindu Buddhist areas of southern asia and particularly cambodia
ffindubuddhist
hindubuddhist
consider two things in figure 7 the left side shows two steppedpyra
midal platforms on top of which are temples the upper structure
is in guatemala the lower one is in cambodia in Meso
mesoamerica
america a long
sequence of evolutionary development lies behind these temple
dAD 800
pyramids but in southeast asia they suddenly appear aroun
aroundad
in cambodia and java to me this situation suggests the possibility
of an influence from middle america to southern asia
on the right side of figure 7 is a sculpted figure from a temple
in southern india of late pre columbian age the personage is
holding in his hand an ear of corn my colleague at the university of

a

b
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oregon carl johanessen has gone into great detail studying these
sculptures and has found that the objects held can be nothing but
corn which is a native american crop however these sculptures
date some centuries before the time of columbus and the usually
assumed spanish and portuguese introductions of maize to europe
and asia
As my last observation with respect to this possible mayan
southern
you maybe familiar
somethingyou
southe maslan
mAsian
southernasian
southemasian
Asian connection imention something
aslan
aroun dAD 900
nameiy that mayan civilizationlargelycollapsed aroundad
with namely
populated
opulated and tremendous cities were abandep opulated
extensive areas were de
doned I1 would like to suggest the possibility that the same sort of
Colum buss
thing that happened to the indians of the newworld
New World after columbuss
voyages also happened earlier with respect to the maya that is the
introduction from the old world of diseases to which the local
21
natives were not immune may have triggered the mayan collapse 23

conclusion
in conclusion 1I would like to repeat that the question of
whether or not early ocean crossings and contacts took place and
especially whether voyaging resulted in major influences in one or
both directions has profound implications for our understanding of
cultural history and its processes it is my belief that ancient old
worldwatercraft
world watercraft
craft were completely capable of making oceanic crosswater
ings with relative safety and speed and that there existed in various
times and places sufficient motives for long distance exploration
and even settlement including seeking new lands obtaining precious materials and making religious converts as well as fleeing
personal constraints scarcity and turmoil at home it is plausible
moreover that once transoceanic discoveries were made and contacts established opportunities for diffusion of culture massive in
some cases were created evidence is both biological certain
shared crop plants and intestinal parasites for instance and cultural
eg the bark cloth and blowgun complexes 1I believe it likely that
many unrecorded and perhaps a few recorded crossings occurred
and that these did have highly important perhaps fundamental impacts particularly on the emergence and development of a number
of middle and south american cultures among the impacted recipiolmed and the maya
ents may have been amazonian tribes the olmec
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columbus voyages certainly precipitated the most massive
cultural and demographic changes the world has ever known but
the admiral of the ocean sea may have been only the latest in a long
line of transoceanic voyagers
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